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Queasy Proximity: 
Seamus Heaney' s Mythical Method 
NATHALIE F. ANDERSON* 
Every discussion of contemporary mythopoesis might begin with T. S. 
Eliot's proclamations in" 'Ulysses,' Order, and Mych" 1-char by " manipu-
lating a continuous parallel between contemporaneity and antiquity" J ames 
Joyce had found "a way of controlling, of ordering, of giving a shape and 
a significance co rhe immense panorama of fucilicy and anarchy which is 
contemporary history," that in Ulysses Joyce had taken "a step toward making 
the modern world possible for art." "Manipulating," "controlling," "order-
ing," ensuring "shape" and "significance," "making ... possible" -Eliot's 
vocabulary insists on authorial mastery. Yet his concluding sentence, less 
frequently quoted, hints at a more private, even psychological, basis for the 
power of the mythical: "And only those who have won their own discipline 
in secret and without aid, in a world which offers very little assistance to 
that end, can be of any use in furthering this advance." "In secret and 
without aid," writers "( win} their own discipline," by trial, with luck, at 
risk. As Ted Hughes says of Eliot: "I can't believe that he took the disintegra-
tion of Western civilization as a theme which he then found imagery and a 
general plan for. His sickness told him the cause. Surely that was it. He 
cleansed his wounds and found all the shrapnel. "2 Seamus Heaney3 came of 
age in a country where cleaning wounds of shrapnel was to be no idle 
metaphor. Although the "futility and anarchy" particular to Northern Ireland 
were noc especially overt while he was a child, the divisions which exploded 
in the late L960's were certainly implici t in rhe society, a "fundamental 
blueprinr"4 in Heaney's phrnse. To the extent that Heaney shares and recog-
nizes chis blueprint, his mythic exploration of division in North traces societal 
ills, orders societal anarchy, finds significance in societal futility. 
But Heaney's earlier volumes, only faintly political, bear the marks of 
more personal dis-ease. Many critics have commented, for example, on the 
repressive formality of the early love poems, the fascination and repulsion 
for what Dick Davis has called the "fecund, breeding darkness" 5 of lubricious 
earth. In winning his secret discipline, we might posit that Heaney has 
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found the means to submerge private obsession in public concern, to turn 
it to political account, to manipulate, control, order, give shape and signifi-
cance to both inner and outer chaos. More particularly, if Heaney' s poems 
manifest a sexual ambivalence, in North he has provided a context in which the 
sexual serves metaphoric ends, in which ambivalence becomes responsibility. 
To assess Heaney's "mythical method" in North, then, we must first 
examine the traces of ambivalence observable in the early work. In Death of 
a Naturalist we might concentrate on the pervasive references to watery 
ground, references underscored by the poet's characteristic use of vivid ono-
matopoeia. A survey of certain loaded instances of such words suggests a 
pattern of emphasis and of response: "squelch," "slap," "gargled," "slobber," 
"clotted," "plop," "farting," "clogging," "glutting," "slugged," "flabby," 
"coagulated," "plash," "gurgle," "pat," "sogged," "cudding," "grubbing," 
"pus," "slabber," "potters," "puddling," "muck," "sucking," "dabber," 
"mush," "blotch," "mulch." These are wet words, but not so liquid as for 
example the "glinting, sifting" waves of "Lovers on Aran" (DN 47)-they 
are thick, bodied. We can categorize their respective textures: the "slap" of 
an object on a wet surface, the "muck" of thick mud, the "slobber" of spit, 
the "clot" of coagulating cream. In each case the effect is disturbing, even 
nauseating, the more so because the fluid material at times seems quick with 
life: "the warm thick slobber / Of frogspawn that grew like clotted water." 
To this configuration we might add references to excrement, to putrefaction, 
to slime. 
Of course these images color each other. The "clotted water" of "Death 
of a Naturalist" (DN 15-16), which solidifies into the excremental "slime 
kings" "Poised like mud grenades, their blunt heads farting," for example, 
influences our response to the "glossy purple clot" of the first ripe blackberry 
(DN 20). The image is different here-not murk but blood-but the earlier 
associations contribute to the undercurrent of revulsion implicit in the word 
and prepare for the metamorphosis of"clot" to "rot": "The juice was stinking 
too . . . the sweet flesh would turn sour." We might perceive "Churning 
Day" (DN 21-22) as redeeming this imagery-although the word "clot" 
does not appear, the "flabby milk" surely clots to "yellow curd," "coagulated 
sunlight," "gilded gravel." Yet the description of the churns-"their heavy 
lip/ of cream, their white insides" -anticipates the potatoes of "At a Potato 
Digging" (DN 31-33): "Split/ by the spade, they show white as cream," 
"the halved seed shot and clotted," "wet inside"-healthful images, but 
treacherous: "the new potato ... / putrefied," "Hope rotted." "Putrefied" 
here mocks the "purified" churn of the earlier poem. Not every metamorpho-
sis is vile, but slime is always treacherous. The speaker's distrust, born of 
revulsion, is evident in these poems, as is his attempt to master his revulsion 
by recasting the imagery. 
Of course, the imagery is sexual as well: the frogs "cocked," the "sweet 
flesh" "sour," the potatoes "wet inside," "slime" "finger[ed}" (DN 57). 
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Davis sees such metaphors as evidence that Heaney perceives "the natural 
world . . . as feminine," "a fecund, pullulating maternal principle, an all-
absorbing, threatening lover"6-but here sexuality remains implicit-dis-
placed, deflected, denied, refused: controlled, that is, by metaphor or by 
negation. 
The impulse to control is conspicuous again in Heaney's second volume, 
Door Into .the Dark, where male labor is posed against fecundity and thus 
against female labor, capable male against capacious female . Male expertise 
is in evidence throughout the volume, in the blacksmith's effort "To beat 
real iron out" (DD 19), in the thatcher's skill at "pinning down his world" 
(DD 20), in the "Labourers" "white with ... {the} powdery stain" of the 
clay they dig "All day in open pits" (DD 53). The poems that turn the 
concept of labor toward sexual management are thus surrounded by assertions 
of mastery achieved through physical effort, external evidence of potency. 
At first glance, "Rite of Spring" (DD 25) seems a continuation of this 
pattern: an unspecified "we" thaw a frozen pump by wrapping it in straw 
which they then burn. But the last two lines imply as well expert manage-
ment of a frigid woman: "It cooled, we lifted her latch, / Her entrance was 
wet, and she came." 
Heaney explores this metaphoric management more fully in the poem 
that follows, "Undine" (DD 26), described in his 1974 essay "Feelings 
into Words" as a portrayal of " the liberating, humanizing effect of sexual 
encounter" (P 53). We might expect words like "liberating" and "humaniz-
ing" to derive from one's own experience, but Heaney projects this "humaniz-
ing"-and the former deplorable inhumanity it implies-onto the female 
other: "Undine," he states, "was a cold girl who got what the dictionary 
calls a soul through the experience of physical love." In the poem, the 
distinguishing behaviors of male farmer and female water are apparent from 
the first stanza: "He slashed the briars, shovelled up grey slit / To give me 
right of way in my own drains / And I ran quick for him, deaned out my 
rust . " 
The man labors purposefully; his purpose is management . The woman 
responds. True, the man's effort is a gift, and his goal apparently freedom 
and self-determination for the woman, but implicitly these privileges must 
be granted-she cannot achieve them on her own-and her subsequent 
running is "for him" -for his notice, in his debt. 
The second stanza finds her "finally disrobed," but he seems unim-
pressed: "saw me ... with apparent unconcern." Although the stanza closes 
with simple chronological statements-"Then he walked by me. I rippled 
and I churned"-the implied casuality makes this "rippl[ing}" a flirtation, 
an effort on the woman's part to shake male "unconcern." The third stanza 
brings consummation, but the imagery-perfectly suited to the agricultural 
conceit-makes us fl.inch at the violence of the implied subjugation: 
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Until he dug a spade deep in my flank 
And took me to him. I swallowed his trench 
Gratefully, dispersing myself for love 
Down in his roots ... 
Having "swallowed his trench"-the implicit fellatio is unmistak-
able-the woman here is emphatically "{Grateful}," the position of the word 
at the start of an enjambed stanza stressing the projection of male fantasy 
onto the woman supposedly eager to submit. The poem's final words insist 
on the metamorphosis of that "cold girl"-"Human, warmed to him"-
but we might well wonder whether the man's "unconcern," his masterful 
possession through penetration ("a spade deep in my flank") can be considered 
either warm or particularly human. 
That Heaney is himself aware of the dangerous presumption implicit 
in such self-assured mastery is evident in the following poem, "The Wife's 
Tale" (DD 27-28), a realistic monologue that qualifies the gratitude and 
self-abnegation of "Undine" through a farm wife's dissatisfaction. The hus-
band here labors not to manage his wife sexually but to harvest grain; 
nevertheless, his work becomes a display of his potency: 
Always this inspection has to be made 
Even when I don't know what to look for. 
But I ran my hands in the half-filled bags 
Hooked to the slots. It was hard as shot, 
Innumerable and cool. 
"It" refers of course to the grain, but the conjunction of "half-filled 
bags," "hard as shot," and "cool" suggests testicles capable of"Innumerable" 
impregnations, and indeed the husband is "as proud as if he were the land 
itself." This woman, like "U ndine," seems to center her life around service 
of her husband, she brings lunch to the fields, "spread it all on linen cloth, " 
"buttered the thick slices that he likes," inspects the grain at his insistence. 
While he and his fellow workers "lay in the ring of their own crusts and 
dregs, I Smoking and saying nothing, " we notice that she has not eaten, 
has not entered the "ring" of their wordless companionship. But this woman 
does not seem grateful; her detailed account of the ordinary event conveys 
quiet outrage, a consciously critical assessment of her husband's detachment: 
"And that was it. I'd come and he had shown me/ So I belonged no further 
to the work." We might notice here Heaney's ambiguously pointed use of 
"come"-if she's come, metaphorically speaking, what more can she want? 
As the wife leaves, the laborers "still kept their ease," "Spread out, unbut-
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toned, graceful." The gratitude of the water-woman, we recall, led her to 
"[swallow} his trench," "(disperse} myself ' ; here the "grateful" men-it is 
hard not to read this cynically- lie in pose-coital attitudes, ignoring the 
wife's departure. 
In "Bann Clay" (DD 53-54), Heaney ratifies this implicit criticism of 
male labor in a more archetypal depiction of (male) digging toward a (female) 
core: "Under the humus and roots/ This smooth weight. I labour/ Towards 
it still. It holds and gluts. " 
There is little sense here that " labour" is mastery . Unlike the pump 
that "came" so readily, or the "disrobed, / running" water of "Undine," the 
"smooth weight" of the clay has a massive integrity beyond masculine ease; 
it demands "labour," "holds" the laborer. "Holds" of course refers explicitly 
co the clay itself, to its anchored hold, almost a suction, as it "gluts" with 
water, but it suggests as well a blind insatiable suckling, a sexual tenacity 
and fullness, a birth. "I labour" is thus significantly ambiguous: "I labour" 
for her sexual satisfaction; "I labour" to assist her delivery; "I labour" to 
give birth to her; "I labour" to birth and even nourish myself. 
Heaney's first two volumes thus record attempts to redefine the sensual 
ground so as to deny the anxiety aroused by its lubriciousness and fecundity 
or attempts to assert a metaphoric control through the concept of husbandry; 
but submerged intimations of threat and explorations of female discontent 
weaken the credibility of these strateg ies . In Wintering Out, Heaney infuses 
landscape with sexual potency-"A swollen river// a mating call of sound/ 
rises to pleasure me" (WO 25)- so that poems of sexual disfunction or 
broken harmony like "Summer Home" reflect as well on the implicitly 
political landscape poems . The first section of "Summer Home" (WO 59) 
secs the cone: 
was it wind off the dumps 
or something in heat 
dogging us , the summer gone sour, 
a fouled nest incubating somewhere? 
The source of the smell, the couple discovers, is the door mat, "larval, 
moving." How intensely Heaney's familiar revulsions communicate here-
the pervasive odor, the live slime. "Whose fault," the speaker asks the 
"possessed air, " but the larger answer, the "fouled nest," is clear: "O love, 
here is the blame, " the speaker admits in the second section, announcing 
himself. 
Heaney employs chis discourse of "fault" and "blame" as well in the 
more explicitly political "Roots" (WO 39) where sexual tension merges with 
political tension, beloved land with cold wife. In the dark bedroom "Your 
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body's moonstruck I To drifted barrow, sunk glacial rock"-a landscape 
dominated by the grave, the cold, given over to desolation, to the prehistoric. 
Once, presumably, "The touch of love, / Your warmth heaving to the 
first move" might humanize this landscape, but now love-making "Grows 
helpless" as "gunshot, siren and clucking gas" claim even the woman's 
dreams-"you keen/ Far off '-and "the fault is opening ." The "fault" 
is the division implicit in their country's politics; it is the inadequacy 
they feel in the· face of extremity; it is the very earth opening, rending 
the wife's "moonstruck" body by association, severing lovers, shattering 
wholeness . 
By the time of writing North, then, Heaney has moved from revulsion 
and attempted control to a conscious use of sexual tension in a political 
context. This method is muted in Wintering Out, where we may find it 
difficult to separate the political significance of frigidity and implied infidelity 
from a more seductive aurobiographical significance. In North, though 
Heaney's use of sexual ambivalence is subtle, it clearly forms a coherent part 
of his larger, political design . Throughout the volume, the sectarian war 
between Catholic and Protestant, the civil dis-ease between Ireland and 
England, find analogues in structure and metaphor: introduced by two dedi-
catory poems; divided into two distinct sections, one mythic , one realistic; 
the first framed by poems that oppose Hercules and Antaeus, the second 
detailing the speaker's dual allegiances, North, is grounded in division. Yet 
examination proves these oppositions to be far less distinct than my overview 
suggests, and although the archaeological, archetypal emphasis of Part I 
finds no echo in the self-conscious ironies of Part II, and assessing pessimism 
underlies both sections, making the ambivalence toward "Our mother 
ground" an ambivalence toward the role of "Unacknowledged Legislator" as 
well. I will concentrate here on the overtly mythical first section, but we 
should recall that the power of Heaney's "mythical method" derives in large 
part from the juxtaposition of "contemporaneity and antiquity" afforded by 
the second section. 
Part I enacts a gradual absorption of the speaker-whom we might 
characterize as an amateur archaeologist intent on revelation-into imagina-
tive participation in the past; this absorption affirms as well an awareness 
of a female object so thoroughly associated with the earth as to seem its 
personification, and involvement gradually intensifies into an act of love. 
This intimacy becomes explicitly sexual in "Bone Dreams," first through its 
conceit of the skeleton-Old English "ban-hm"-as actual house: 
There was a small crock 
for the brain, 
and a cauldron 
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of generation 
swung at the centre: 
love-den, blood-holt, 
dream-bower . 
(N 28- 29) 
The "swung" "cauldron" could signify either male or female sexual 
organs, but its rounded shape, its function as oven or stewpot, its associations 
in Celtic myth, suggest that Heaney perceives it as female, a warm den within 
the skeletal house where a small animal might burrow. The culmination of 
this necrophiliac conceit comes in section V, where 
I holy my lady's head 
like a crystal 
and ossify myself 
by gazing .. . 
The intensity of this gaze recalls Marvell's projected excesses in "To 
His Coy Mistress," but here the "lady's" passivity renders that speaker's 
witty seduction superfluous. The held head might be Yorick's skull, might 
be the mineral it is compared with, might be a "crystal" to see the future 
in. This poem is more complex than I have indicated-it moves from literal 
bone to language to earth to nation-but contextually we lose sight of 
the equations; what strikes us most vividly is this intense absorption-the 
speaker's stony gaze, the lover's corpse-like passivity, her geological repose. 
At each stage, as the reader assents intellectually to association or conceit, 
that assent implies an emotional involvement as well, a concealed relation 
that makes the reader complicit in the speaker's fascination, in morbid or 
occult sexuality. 
In "Bone-Dreams" it is possible to reassure ourselves that the speaker 
applies his metaphysical wit to a real woman, or merely personifies a land-
scape. "Come to the Bower" (N 31) offers no such reassurances. In one sense, 
of course, its speaker describes an archaeological recovery: "Foraging past 
the burst gizzards/ Of coin hoards," "I unwrap skins and see/ The pot of 
the skull . . . " Each detail proclaims the deadness of the woman. But the 
speaker's discovery is inescapably sexual-even the "sweet briar and tangled 
vetch" that impede his foraging bear a sensual charge, a suggestion of 
dishevelment , a hint of the genital, a reminder of the thorn hedge that 
shields Briar Rose. The "queen" " Is waiting," "dark-bowered"; "I unpin," 
"I unwrap"; as "spring water / tarts co rise around her," 
I reach past 
The riverbed's washed 
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Dream of gold to rhe bullion 
Of her Venus bone. 
The details of anchoring willow rods and rising spring water will be 
familiar tO readers of P. V. Glob's The Bog People7-the source for Heaney's 
archaeological iconography in a number of these poems-but Heaney turns 
their implications. The rising water suggests a sexual readiness, the speakers 
"reach" a sexual -caress; "unpin" and "gently" convert wooden stakes to 
intimate fastenings; the "bullion / Of her Venus bone" is implicitly more 
valuable than "The riverbed's washed/ Dream of gold. " We read the poem 
with the double vision of the archaeologist's fascination and the lover's 
absorption in his partner's pleasure. Moreover, the "black maw / Of the 
peat" suggests the interior of a devouring beast whose teeth of "sharpened 
willow{,} / / Withdraw[n} gently," imply as well a protective nurturance, 
a crib that opens at the appropriate moment. The queen is thus both ingested 
by the peat and in gestation within it; the speaker's reaching is again, though 
secondarily, obstetric . 
These associations recur in "Bog Queen" (N 32-34)-"the seeps of 
winter/ digested me"; "The plait of my hair,/ a slimy birth-cord"-where 
the first phrase, "I lay waiting," reverses the perspective of "Come tO the 
Bower." Stylistic similarities tie "Bog Queen" to the characteristic voice of 
the other Part I poems, however, so that although the queen speaks, it is 
as if she speaks inside the archaeologist 's consciousness , as if he shares her 
experiences. And while "Bone Dreams" and "Come to the Bower" sustain 
a distinct if queasy distance between speaker and object, the identification 
in "Bog Queen" forces the reader's comprehension of what in those poems 
remains implicit-a conscious dissolution, an animate putrefaction: "my 
brain darkening , / a jar of spawn / fermenting underground .... " 
In "Come to the Bower," we infer that the "dark-bowered queen / 
... Is waiting" for the speaker: "whom I unpin" conveys a proprietary 
intimacy. In "Bog Queen," though the phrase "I lay waiting" is repeated 
twice, the poem emphasizes not what the queen waits for, but the process 
of waiting, a blending of woman and landscape in the most literal sense . 
We are aware of the woman's sex-"my breasts' / / soft moraines, " "the 
nuzzle of fjords / at my thighs"-but even as "dawn suns groped over my 
head" and "My body was braille / for the creeping influences," we perceive 
that her lovers have scarcely been adept, their impersonal groping matched 
by her indifference tO them. Though the man who found her "veiled me 
again," she is neither grateful nor sexually responsive; rather, her voices 
her outrage: 
My skull hibernated 
in the wet nest of my hair. 
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Which they robbed. 
I was barbered 
and stripped 
by a turfcutter's spade. 
Certainly she did not lie "waiting" for this. Heaney has identified "robbing 
the nest" as "a sexual metaphor, an emblem of initiation" (P 42); here "wet 
nest" and "stripped" reinforce such an interpretation, but the contemptuous 
"Which they robbed" swings our sympathy from the initiate co the cold chate-
laine for whom the initiation constitutes inexcusable intrusion. Though the 
consistent past tense of the poem mutes the effect, the last stanza recalls Sylvia 
Plath's "Lady Lazarus" in its suggestion of vengeful potency unchained: 
and I rose from the dark, 
hacked bone, skull-ware, 
frayed stitches, tufts, 
small gleams on the bank. 
The image is at once macabre and delicately evanescent, the "tufts" 
and "gleams" indistinguishable from "the bank," the "gleams" like elf-
lights one might follow. As the threat dissipates, it seems manageable, even 
appealing, but the glimpse of "hacked bone," the assertion of "I rose from 
the dark" shadow the appeal with insidious significance. The archaeologist's 
devotion, manifested with increasing clarity through the previous poems, 
seems inadequate to its object, myopically naive. 
In context, of course, there is every reason to identify "Queen" and 
"Bog" with Ireland. The queen's location "between turf-face and demesne 
wall," however, makes this rising symbolic rather than allegorical: she is 
the creature of neither side. To use Levi-Strauss's vocabulary, the queen 
schematically mediates the dichotomy between illiterate (Catholic) peasant 
and cultured (Protestant) colonial: she is neither living nor dead, at once 
human and mineral, both fecund womb and quickening embryo, mother 
and wife equally and equally indifferent. The Irish partisans are mediated 
by queen, by corpse, by vampire. Estranged from her people, ambivalent 
to their attention, the queen arouses ambivalence in return, first through 
her terrible aspect and intimate decay, then through her implicit rejection 
of the attention we have been led to believe she expects and desires. The 
culminating ratification of this ambivalence comes in Pare IV of "Kinship" 
(N 45), an injunction to the ancient historian Tacitus to "report" how 
Our mother ground 
is sour with the blood 
of her faithful, 
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they lie gargling 
in her sacred heart . 
how we slaughter 
for the common good . 
how the goddess swallows 
our love and terror. 
Here, the suggestion of fellatio merges with the implicit vagina dentata 
to double the goddess's insatiable appetite. 
In "Feeling into Words," Heaney defines Irish sectarian violence as 
a struggle between the cults and devotees of a god and a goddess. There is 
an indigenous territorial numen, a tutelar of the whole island, call her Mother 
Ireland, Kathleen Ni Houlihan, the poor old woman, the Shan Van Vocht, 
whatever and her sovereignty has been temporarily usurped or infringed by a 
new male cult whose founding fathers were Cromwell, William of Orange 
and Edward Carson, and whose godhead is incarnate in a rex or caesar resident 
in a palace in London. What we have is the tail end of a struggle in a province 
between territorial piety and imperial power. 
Now I realize that this idiom is remote from the agnostic world of economic 
interest whose iron hand operates in the velvet glove of "talks between elected 
representatives," and remote from the political manoeuvres of power-sharing; 
but it is not remote from the psychology of the Irishmen and Ulstermen who 
do the killing, and not remote from the bankrupt psychology and mythologies 
implicit in the terms Irish Catholic and Ulster Protestant. (P 57) 
Here Heaney draws his oppositions more clearly than in "Bog Queen," 
but we notice that the sides are unequal, the goddess equivalent to the 
immutable territory, the god incarnate in a mere king, her "sovereignty" 
only "temporarily usurped." At the same time, the "psychology and mytholo-
gies" of both sides are "bankrupt." The assumptions of the male world, like 
those of the archaeologist, are ill-based; but even the devotee requires a new 
ritual to redeem "estrangement." The "emblems of adversity" Heaney finds 
in Glob thus figure not only the sectarian adversity external to the poet but 
the internal adversity of ambivalence. Heaney goes on in "Feeling into 
Words" to discuss the significance of the bog finds as "ritual sacrifices to 
the Mother Goddess, the goddess of the ground who needed new bridegrooms 
each winter to bed with her in her sacred place, in the bog, to ensure the 
renewal and fertility of the territory in the spring. Taken in relation to the 
tradition of Irish political martyrdom for that cause whose icon is Kathleen 
Ni Houlihan, this is more than an archaic barbarous rite : it is an archetypal 
pattern" (P 57). Edna Longley8 has argued persuasively that in North Heaney 
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"excludes the intersectarian issue, warfare between tribes, by concentrating 
on the Catholic psyche as bound to immolation, and within that immolation 
to savage tribal loyalties." We might recall in this context Heaney's com-
ments in interviews with John Haffenden and Frank Kinahan9 on the posture 
of supplication he finds typical of Catholics, the "something faintly amorous" 
in the Hail Mary, "the distrust of the world, if you like, the distrust of 
happiness, the deep pleasure there is in a mournful litany, the sense that 
there's some kind of feminine intercession that you turn to for comfort." In 
North, the queen's rejection of inappropriate attention suggests that the 
expectation of comfort is based in misunderstanding; the queen does not 
alleviate but rather confirms the essential distrust. Speaker-and thus 
reader-assents to devotion, then comprehends its inadequacy. The con-
sciousness of Part I of North thus stands slightly to the side of "the Catholic 
psyche," conscious of the seductions of self-sacrifice and therefore implicitly 
critical of it. 
By so arranging the poems in North that the association of earth, grave, 
womb, vagina, and corpse manifests itself gradually, by thus seducing the 
reader into sensual complicity, by displacing intimacy to Glob's preserved 
victims-not just any corpses, but archaeologically significant icons-
Heaney shapes a context in which revulsion might understandably be shared, 
and convincingly links revulsion and fascinated devotion. Moreover, although 
"Bone Dreams" and "Come to the Bower" work mainly to establish the 
bond between speaker and personified earth, "Bog Queen" -like "The Wife's 
Tale" in Door Into the Dark-turns the relation from male certainty, allowing 
Heaney not only to cast doubt on his speaker's enthusiasms but also to 
endow his characteristic ambivalences with political significance. Heaney 
draws his archaeologist-persona into absorbed relation with the personified 
land-Ireland-in order to convey the profund ambivalences at the heart 
of that bond-a sexual ambivalence that figures itself in necrophilia, a self-
consious ambivalence which recognizes its own devotion as intrusion, a 
punitive ambivalence which perceives an implicit insastiable violence in its 
hope to deflect blame. 
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